Teachings

T-1

{Lord, what about keeping the Sabbath?}
My child, I have given My Sabbaths to My people Israel as a sign and as a covenant between Me and them, that I AM
both the Creator and the Provider of all things. And this is good for any and all of My children to remember and to
commemorate. However, I have never given the command to keep the Sabbath as a law to the Gentiles, even as I
have not put the requirement of circumcision to the Gentiles. Be free in the freedom I have given you and do not
bring yourself into bondage again.
Dedicate your life – all your time, all your efforts, all your activities, and all of your future to Me.
Let Me carry on being the Creator and Provider in your entire life and in all that it entails – not just for a single day,
but in everything and always. I love you.
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{Lord, what meant by "The word of our testimony" (Rev.12:11)}
The word of your testimony is that which proceeds from out of your mouth. It is that which either glorifies Me or
glorifies you or something or somebody else. It is that which is either in accordance with My word and My declared
purpose and plan, or which speaks against all that. It is that which either fulfills My desire, or the desire of man.
It is that which either satisfies the desires of the flesh, or which is according to the Spirit. It is that which either
takes authority over the works and desires of the enemy, or which submits itself to the same. Yes, it is that which
either uplifts Me or which doubts Me in My love and trustworthiness towards you. And this is of equal importance to
the blood of the Lamb and the denial of self in overcoming the enemy. Be then especially careful what you allow to
proceed from out of your mouth, My child, for that will either hinder you in your fight against the evil one who
desires for you to fail in reaching the destination of victory, or it will greatly assist you in that venture.
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{Lord, how should we deal with Halaal products in practice?}
My child, I have granted you victory in My Son. I have made you new and have set you in heavenly places far above
the things of the flesh and of Satan. In this is your victory, and not in overcoming Satan yourselves in every
situation and at every turn. You have already been given victory. Therefore, walk in this victory. When the Son has
set you free, you shall be free indeed – therefore, walk in this freedom.
You are free to not touch the things of Satan, but if you do when you have no other option, you do it in victory and
not in submission. You are free to choose to not eat things sacrificed to idols, but when you do because you had no
other option in the circumstances, then know that Christ's victory was also over this, and it shall have no effect on
you. Walk then in the victory and in the freedom I have given you, and do not be brought back under bondage by
things of the flesh. However, serve Me and not your fleshly indulgences. I love you.
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{Lord, it seems wrong to baptize by triple immersion. How should we think about this? And is it wrong to rebaptize
somebody at a later stage?}
My Word explains the fact that to be baptized in the Name of Jesus represents the establishment of a covenant
relationship between you and My Son Jesus; being united with Him in death and in resurrection. And by that you
receive the Name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. And clearly, you are buried once only and resurrected once only.
But, My child, if I should seek technical points in order to find fault in what My children do, what kind of a Father
would I be? I look at the heart and not at the technicality of the execution. And I look at obedience flowing from
an honest heart, rather than knowledge or the lack thereof that either leads to, or stems from, an arrogant mind.
Give Me your heart and give Me your trust and I will guide you into all truth. But if your heart is not with Me, but
with your own interests and plans and purposes, your obedience and your trust shall also be lacking, and you will do
the wrong thing because you will not seek, neither find, the truth. Being baptized more than once through a heart
that is set on Me, is so much better than effectively not being baptized at all, because your heart was not with Me,
but with human pressure or interest the first time. I love you.
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{'Toronto Manifestations': What to make of it?}
My son, have I not told you in the past, more than once, that I am the Rewarder of the one that seeks Me; that I am
the One who cares for you, and will ever keep on caring for you; that I am He who keeps you on the Way, and ever
will keep you on the Way, as long as you are willing to follow Me and not men – as long as you are willing to do the
unpopular thing which no one else understands or agrees with, when I ask that from you; as long as you remain willing
to forsake yourself and the opinion of man, to follow Me. And was I ever followed by multitudes in the past? Only
when they could receive something from Me. But how many remained with Me at the cross? And so it is even now,

My child. Many, many will follow Me for selfish reasons, but few will follow Me because they truly love Me, even if it
would be to their own detriment. And for this very reason have I spoken in My word, that I – even I – would send the
spirit of error, so that everyone who seeks gain or mirth or health or wealth or popularity or acceptance or power or
influence or anything that tickles him in body, mind or emotions, or anything that he enjoys, decides or demands –
instead of Me – shall be shown out and sifted out, and stand naked without a garment of pretense covering up their
own selfishness and lack of true commitment to Me in the face of the demands for true self-sacrifice in following
Me. I have called them all many times, and I have made known to them My will and My word which says: 'If anyone
will follow Me, he has to forsake himself and take up his cross and follow Me' – but they would not listen, and
preferred those preachers who told them pleasant things.
If, then, I am a Rewarder of the one who diligently seeks Me, would I reward with manifestations of a human nature
and not of a godly nature? Of a fleeting, fleshly nature and not of an eternal, spiritual nature? Of a cheap and
shallow nature as found in the shows and performances presented by man and not of a deep and noble nature as
befits the Spirit of the Holy and True God and Creator of all things? No, My child, My reward I am about to give to
My true disciples shall be of a vastly different nature than what you see displayed at present. I am a Holy God! And
in My presence, no unholiness – nothing common – shall be tolerated! I shall manifest Myself to those who truly love
Me, and they shall be like Me and act like Me, for they shall see Me as I am. And they shall receive power to witness
for Me and to suffer shame for My Name – not their own. I love you.
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{Concerning the sin of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit}
My blessed Holy Spirit is the LIFE I give to My children. And everyone who resists and refuses My Holy Spirit,
refuses My life, and shall not receive remission of sins. Everyone who refuses Me or My Son, Jesus, but yet receives
and welcomes My Holy Spirit, shall be convicted by that same Spirit – of sin and of righteousness and of judgment –
and shall come to the full knowledge of the truth, and shall receive and welcome and acknowledge and serve both the
Father and the Son. Therefore, the one who rejects and resists the Holy Spirit, shall not see life, for he shall not
see and obey Jesus in Whom is the Life. I have decreed that My Holy Spirit shall be the Conveyer of Life and
Salvation: the Life and Salvation that Jesus has brought into the world unto the sons of men. And therefore is My
Holy Spirit the One who is directly involved in giving that Life, and in being that Life. And He cannot be refused
without that Life being refused.

{What is meant by the word 'blaspheme' Lord?}
To blaspheme, My son, is to speak evil of – which is the same as to consider such a one being spoken evil of, as either
the enemy, or as someone not deemed worthy to count as a friend or as one of your own. In this way such a one is
excluded from your heart, even though the external pretence of 'friendship' or acceptance can be faked. In the
same way the Holy Spirit, if resisted in the heart, if excluded from the heart, is 'blasphemed'.
If on the other hand, the Holy Spirit's work is 'blasphemed' in the external, through lack of knowledge or deception
by the enemy, whilst He is accepted and loved in the heart, it is the same as a mistaken identity which in the natural
can cause a friend to be treated as an enemy, but only until the mistake is discovered – and then all amends, and more
so, will be made because of the unintended mistake. Because friendship – true friendship – is in the heart. And
blasphemy which counts before God, is blasphemy that comes from the heart, and not blasphemy which comes from
lack of knowledge or from deception by the enemy. Mistakes of that nature are immediately known by any friend
who is accidentally mistaken as an enemy; and subsequently always serves as a binding and a deepening of true
friendship once the mistake is rectified and amends made.
I see the heart, My son. And My judgment always concerns the heart.
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{Lord, what does it mean to pray/ask 'In the Name of Jesus'? What/how may we ask in the Name of Jesus and
what/how not?}
In the Name of Jesus is the only way that you live and breath and act and do anything that you do, because you have
received My Name in betrothal, in My blood, Word and Spirit. You are Mine. Therefore, whatever you do and
whatever you ask, do you do and ask in the Name of Jesus! You need not state it again and again. I know who you are
and that you are Mine. And I consider your every prayer as being simultaneously the prayer of Jesus for you. You
should consider it the same. It is the world and the enemy forces of darkness that need to be given the notification
of something that is done or said in the Name of Jesus. But I know, and need not be reminded. However, you need
to remember all the time that you are Mine, and all you say and do is done in the Name of Jesus. Therefore, be
careful what you say and do, for I love you.
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{Letter to a Newager}
Dear Bill, I AM HE Whom you despise enough to make equal to created things and created beings. I AM the
CREATOR. I AM not to be compared to My creation. I alone AM the Creator, and nothing on earth or in the heavens
is to be compared with Me on any equal footing. And you may argue with your puny mind as much as you may want to,
but in the end you shall stand ashamed in My presence, for you may have cute arguments against the limitations and
even foolishness of the religiosity of fallen man, but against My holiness and truth you shall have no answer, except
to try to hide from the presence of My glory. And then, neither Lazaris, nor Dwjal Kul, nor Satan himself shall be
able to save you, nor to intervene on your behalf, but you shall stand naked and alone and with no cute arguments
remaining in the presence of your Creator; both of you and of those spirit entities you revere so highly, yeah, higher
than you revere Me, to Whom all glory belongs.
However, Bill, I know the limitations of your mind, and I know the deceit of your day. I know the filth and the lies
that you and your generation are bombarded with daily, and I know how you grew up in the midst of cleverly
camouflaged half-truths and deceitful arguments. And even in the name of religion, using My Name vainly, My
adversary, and the adversary of all mankind, has been laying a false foundation on which he has been building what is
now known as the New Age Thinking. And based upon this false foundation and premises, he is taking countless
innocent people captive to do his will – thus transgressing against the Only Living God. And whereas I am your Friend,
and he your enemy, he is changing this around, causing you to perceive Me as the enemy and him as the friend. My
adversary's name is Satan, and he is the head of the kingdom of darkness, which he prefers to call light. And all of
his followers in the spiritual realm are called evil spirits and spirits of darkness, by Me. However, they prefer to call
themselves points of light. But, Bill, take a good look at where Satan is worshipped, and there you will find darkness,
pain and death, and every form of corruption and perversion – for though he calls himself light, his actions and being
prove otherwise, and he is not able to hide that. And then, Bill, take a good look at where I am worshipped in spirit
and in truth, and you will find light, peace, healing, joy and abundance of life. You shall find no secret dealings and
conspiracies. You shall not find man rebelling against My authority and trying to become powerful in themselves, but
you will rather find man forsaking his own interests in favour of Mine. But in religion, which is Satan's counterfeit of
the true worship of God, you will find all forms of secrecy, conspiracy, darkness, deceit, falsehood, power-playing,
self-interest and rubbish, which is about to exert My wrath on a system which has kept My people captive long
enough. Yes, that day of My wrath has drawn nigh. Therefore, if you choose to look for Me in religion, you are bound
to end up in judgment, for I am not found there. It was religion that spearheaded the action to crucify My Son when
He came to make atonement for the transgressions of mankind. It was religion that ruled throughout the Dark Ages
– rightly called Dark. It was and still is religion which opposes every true child of Mine, worshipping Me in spirit and
in truth; persecuting those who have made a true commitment to follow and to obey Me, rather than the religion of
their day and place. So then, if you look to find Me in religion, you will only find My adversary in a cloak of holy
pretense.
If then, you truly desire to find Me, then open your eyes and your mind to what I have shown you in these few words;
then admit to yourself and to Me that your ability in understanding spiritual and eternal matters fall far short of the
mark; then bow in humble worship before Me, your Creator, Who desires for you to live and not die, Who has made a
way for you to be forgiven all your transgressions and be made entirely new, thus becoming My very own child, Whom
you do not yet know, but Who is willing to make Himself known to you – IF you will come to Me, the ONLY Creator of
love and light and life. Satan and those spirit entities of yours present themselves as points of light and love, but
are in fact the opposite. The choice as to whom you will believe remains yours, Bill. I will not force you. I desire life
and not death, but I will force nobody to choose either life or death for himself. That choice remains that of man.
Although the time for My adversary is short, he still has the opportunity to exert his influence, and man still has the
choice to listen to him and to follow him rather than Me. You too. But My invitation remains open: If you truly seek
to find out Who I really am, then tell Me that, but first be willing to lay aside all your present ideas and opinions of
the spiritual realm. They are based on lies and half-truths, and with them you will find yourself coming under the
same judgment of death and eternal darkness away from My presence, as your would-be spirit entities and 'points of
light and love' will. And they will most certainly not be able to help you at all in that day, because they themselves
will already have been judged and removed from My presence forever.
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{Lord, what is the Beast from the land, of Rev. 13?}
My child, behold and see My love and My care and My presence being active in your life and circumstances. And, yes,
the time of My coming is at hand! Be ready and waiting, for it shall be totally unexpected and suddenly. And I am
looking forward to it. So should you. I love you all.

The Beast you are enquiring about is technology driven by the False Prophet who is a major force in Satan's kingdom,
being third in rank following Satan himself and the Antichrist. And he shall be destroyed at My coming. Through
deceit and the use of computers and Internet-communication, shall he install a world-wide net of control on those
who do not know Me, yeah even on many who do know Me, but were unwilling to accept and love the truth: self-denial
and a definite turning away from the world and its ways and a positive turning to Me instead – letting Me be in
control of their lives and arranging their affairs. And through computer-technology shall he install fear and worship
unto the Antichrist and his world system. And through computer-technology shall everyone without the mark be
denied the opportunity to buy or sell. And through computer-technology shall he give life to the image of the Beast
and create an interactive sphere of worship and control between the individual and the system, thus taking them
captive.

{Lord, but what about Your children who have to use Internet as part of their job?}
My child, I am able to protect Mine in any circumstance. However, each should know the dangers and pray
specifically for My protection. And then I will protect them and keep them for as long as I will keep them in the
situation to be involved with this beast.
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{Lord, can You tell us more about the number 666, please?}
For many centuries nobody could know what it means, and nobody needed to know. But now shall it become
progressively more clear what it means, even to the unbeliever in the end.
Yes, it is the number of a man – even of man in general who lives out of himself, by himself and unto himself. This
number is the epitome of haughtiness and pride and utter selfishness: a self-image blown up out of all proportions.
Yet it is also the number of the system – even the systems: both technological and commercial. And thus shall this
number progressively crop up more and more frequently and blatantly in the dealings of the Antichrist and False
Prophet and their systems. You shall be able to recognize it as it appears.
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{Lord, why is the second beast called 'the False Prophet'}
Because, My child, he falsely prophesies and relays the messages of a false god via a false god system. He is
deceitful in all his ways and deceives men in droves because they have faith in his false god and cannot believe that
there can be anything wrong with it. Falsely do they trust in themselves to be able to discern wrong when it comes,
not knowing that they cannot outwit this angel of Satan. Thus will he utilize things that has no inherent evil (looking
like a lamb) for evil (speaking like a dragon). This is a false prophet: posing as good and for the benefit of man, but
actually working for their destruction.
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{Lord, what about the mighty wonders the False Prophet will do?}
My child, the false prophet is and remains an angel from the kingdom of darkness; an angel with great power and
ability. And this ability will he utilize to deceive mankind. Whereas, on the one hand, he has (and will) install a
worldwide control-system via technology (because he is not omnipresent), he will on the other hand, in a local fashion,
perform his great deeds of folly in the sight of men in order to impress them to follow the Antichrist. And these
signs will be done at he hand of men and women who are available for this task – many of them within the church, and
others within the New Age Movement or some occultic group. Yes, great signs and wonders will be performed, and
even (falsely) in My Name with the purpose to attract people (especially My children) to link themselves to the
Antichrist, to take the mark; to become worldly in their thoughts and attitudes and to ridicule My second coming.
I have set you free from all this. Remain free. I love you.
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{Lord, please explain the parable of the mustard seed? (Mat. 13:31-32)}
The mustard seed is faith that is to be applied in the death of the self-life: sacrificing own effort and ability and
glory into death, that My own ability and life and glory may spring forth. In every situation it is either the one, or
the other, but not both! And whether you, in yourself be small or big, insignificant like a mustard seed, or great and
glorious in your own eyes or in that of the world, the process is the same – self-chosen sacrifice of the flesh and its
glory and ability, that My life may spring forth in its stead - and the smallest may become the biggest.
The tree, My child, is the church; born of faith, rooted in My love and consisting of My life in the lives of believers;
having various branches, roots and leaves; al being one great whole even like a body. And the birds, with their nests,
are foreign bodies within My church, using My church for their own purposes; yet not being part of My life. Even
ruling to a lesser or greater extend over My church; seeing the church as for them rather than they for My church –

and simply and blatantly using My church for their own purposes – something which I will allow until the time of the
end, when I will change the whole complexion of My church.
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{Lord, please explain the parable of the leaven? (Mat.13:33)}
Yeast, My child, is false doctrine aimed at boosting the ego and the self-life rather than My life in your midst. It is
being puffed up with your own whims and desires; with your own glory and ability; with your own worth and standing –
in pride and arrogance considering yourself better than others. And this self-centered, puffed-up doctrine of
knowledge aimed at self-improvement and pride and self-preservation has been introduced in My church, amongst My
people, long ago; the woman being the false church of Revelation 17 (and of the vision that Zechariah had) which will
go from strength to strength right until the end. And then I will change My church. And she shall be unleavened and
glorious without spot or wrinkle or any such thing – Mine in glory.
The three measures of meal, My child, are the three phases of My Kingdom: the patriarchs, Israel, and the church of
the New Testament. All of these have been infiltrated by the yeast of the Babylonian harlot: Rachel had her housegods, Israel had Baal, and the church has prosperity preaching. But again, it is all only for the time allotted thereto,
and then shall all be changed and purified by Me for My glory and purposes.
See then, lastly, that My Kingdom is an everlasting kingdom stretching from eternity to eternity.
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{Lord, the 'new and old' of Mat. 13:52: what does this imply?}
Now if a scribe brings forth good things from his treasure house, then it implies that those are things of My doing
and making, for God alone is good, and all good gifts come down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no
variation or shadow of turning. And if he should bring forth things both old and new, it implies that the Kingdom of
God is an everlasting kingdom, lasting from eternity to eternity. It has been before the foundation of the world, and
it shall still be when none of this earth remains. It is older than anything known to man, and yet it is forever new and
fresh as a living thing sprouting new branches and flowers every day. I AM the Living God, forever creating and
always new and original, yet never changing. And in this is both the joy and the foundation and stability of My
children: I AM always at the same time both old and new – both unchanging and forever changing – both a sure
foundation and joyous LIFE.
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{Lord, what does the 'Feast of trumpets' signify?}
The Feast of Trumpets signifies My return to the earth to gather My saints together and to receive them unto
Myself. And thus it has a triple meaning: The gathering of the first fruits, the gathering of the harvest, and the
gathering of My people Israel – the remnant thereof. And as I have spoken of old in My anger against man in his
pride and arrogance against the truth of My glory and My election of who shall be Mine and who shall not be Mine,
have I also decreed that there shall be a day of reckoning and of judgment. And so then, does the Day of Trumpets
not only signify the release of those who are Mine according to My election, but it also signifies the judgment to
come of those who are not Mine and who place themselves in array against Me and My elect, denying the Truth. And
so then shall this process of judgment and of cleansing be introduced by the trumpets of My judgment, and be
consummated by the finality of the Great Throne of Judgment, when final and complete atonement shall be made for
the sins of the world.
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{Lord, does an unbeliever have a spirit?}
My child, I am always the same: yesterday, today and forever. And once I have spoken it remains true forever, and
it shall be done as I have determined and known beforehand. And as I have spoken in My word, so shall it be, and so
has it been from the beginning: If man should eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil, he shall die – and he
has died in spirit. And it took the very death of My own Son to bring back life in the Spirit. And only then could man
again receive from that inward fountain of life and sustenance, of My very Being welling up and flowing forth from
the very core of every born-again child of Mine. It was out of death that you were born again, My son, My daughter;
not from one life to another. I love you as My very own - being of My Being and flesh of My Flesh – My child, My
very own: born from Me and in Me, having received Eternal Life – My own Life – in your midst, in your being, in your
spirit; having been dead, but now alive unto Me forevermore.
(Eph. 2:1)
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{Lord, please explain the meaning of the seals in Revelation?}
My child, as everything has a time and a place, even an appointed time and an appointed place, so does My word have
an appointed place and an appointed time of fulfillment. And nothing will stop My word from coming to pass when I
have so decreed.
Concerning the seals: they are part of My plan for the redemption of mankind and the establishment of My Kingdom
on earth – for the redemption of all of My creation into the glorious liberty of the sons of God, of whom you are part!
And in fact do they reveal (for that is what they do) not only what has occurred in the past concerning the complete
plan of redemption, but they also reveal the final climaxes of that plan.
The first seal is the beginning of redemption, and the last seal is the consummation of redemption. It starts with
the Prince of Peace setting out to conquer, and it is completed by the Son of God - the Prince of Peace – taking up
the reigns of authority over all the kingdoms of this world. As it starts with the Son of God, so shall it also end with
Him on the throne of His kingdom – unto all eternity.
Concerning the other seals, My child, it is as follows: In the wake of the Son of God comes the Destroyer, yet being
allowed to destroy peace from the face of the earth – but only for a season. For when the end comes, he will be cast
into the lake of fire – even the Antichrist, for it is he sitting on the red horse. And even as the message of the
Prince of Peace shall go forth across the length and breadth of the earth as never before; even so shall the
Destroyer be allowed to take away peace from the face of the earth as never before. And in his wake shall be
destructions – until the end.
Concerning the third seal, then: This is famine sweeping the earth. And at the time of the end even more than ever
before. And the famine comes in the wake of the Destroyer having taken away peace from the earth. But know
then, that even as the Prince of Peace gives peace in the hearts of men; and even as the Destroyer destroys that
peace in the hearts of men, rather than in the physical; even so is this famine not as much a famine in the physical,
but a famine of true wheat and true barley; of true wine and true oil – of mature, spirit-filled children of God,
inheritors of the Kingdom of God; followers of the Prince of Peace despite all obstacles, persevering unto the end,
conquerors over the mark and influence of the Destroyer.
Concerning the rider on the black horse – his name is Satan. For it has been given to him to test those on the earth;
to accuse the brethren, to oppose the church; to mislead and to deceive. He is the author of this famine, for by his
designs are good seed being destroyed, being eaten by the birds of the air, being made unfruitful by the cares and
riches and pleasures of this life. It is by his designs that the children of men are deceived into serving religion
rather than the Son of God. It is by his designs that the truth of the gospel is diluted into what suits man rather
than what has been decreed by the King in fulfilling the designs and purposes of His Kingdom. It is by his designs
that My people do not grow into maturity and that few will be ready to meet Me when I come.
Concerning the last horse: It has been decreed for all men to die, yet the Son of God has come that all may have
life. But this life is robbed from all but a few. My child, what is happening here is that people are drawn and forced
into Death and Hades because they have not accepted the Rider on the White Horse. And that has been happening
all along. Yet shall it reach vast proportions in the last time. Through pestilences and famine and wild beasts and the
sword – implying the spiritual designs that shall be used and have been used to destroy men.
Concerning the times and the seasons: These shall all reach a climax towards the end of the present time before the
Son of God come on the clouds. But they need to be understood spiritually rather than physically. In the physical
there shall be signs and happenings linked to these four horses, but their true meaning can only be discerned in the
greater context of the establishment of the Kingdom of God on this earth and thereafter. Be then aware of this
and do not seek specific signs in this regard as indications of when the end will be. For all of these have happened
and will yet happen until the end comes.
Concerning the 'fourth part of the earth': I have given that part into their hands as a physical reality in the end
time, but do not look at this in disproportion to the true content of what Death and Hades have been doing to those
who could have received eternal life throughout the ages.
The fifth seal concerns all those who have received life, and as far as this world is concerned, were rejected, abused
and even put to death. Their number shall be completed during the coming tribulation.
The sixth seal concerns the consummation of all things, when the kingdom of Satan shall be finally destroyed and
annihilated. All of these must be understood in terms of the establishing of the Kingdom of God, for finally, on this
earth there shall be room for only one, and not both. And the Prince of Peace shall have conquered in full – having
won the victory on Calvary, and having subdued all things under His feet at the end; then handing the Kingdom to His
Father.
Concerning the seventh seal: These are actual happenings acting as warnings right at the end, and culminating in the
Son of God coming on the clouds to receive His own unto Himself. And then shall the end come.
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{And Lord, why do you say: "Do not harm the oil and the wine" in the 3rd seal?}
Then again, as before shall oil and wine be precious and not common. It shall be a commodity that need to be utilized
with care, but it shall also be under My divine protection, for Satan shall not be allowed to touch it at his own will,
and not to harm it: My true children shall be under My protection. Satan shall have no hold on them. "And the
wicked one shall not touch them." (See 1 John 5:18)
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{Lord, people are drawn into death and Hades by the sword, and pestilences and famine and wild beasts. Lord, what

is the meaning of these things, spiritually?}
My child, concerning these things, you need to know that Satan and his cohorts are masterly in their utilization of
these things against mankind. But the Son of God is the Victor, also over all these things, for all who truly seek their
help and their salvation from Him and Him alone.
The 'wild beasts' are the spiritual hosts of wickedness, attacking, devouring, destroying men without protection;
generally wreaking havoc and destruction in men's lives; crippling them and even keeping them in bondage whilst
slowly but surely destroying them, devouring them.
'Pestilence' is wrong teaching poisoning men's minds and hearts, and causing death on a large scale.
'The sword' is man attempting to attain to his own salvation, but being destroyed by the sword themselves.
'Famine' is lack of teaching, lack of knowledge, lack of the true Word of God – eventually leading to death.
And Jesus Himself is the answer, the remedy, the victory over all these things, My child.
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{Lord, the silence in heaven at the opening of the 7th seal, what does it mean?}
When all things culminate in the great final climax, then awe and silence is an apt response. When the serious and
insistent calling of the saints for righteousness and peace to come to the earth is finally met, then awe and stillness
fill all of heaven. When millennia of injustice and wrong is about to be punished and brought to an end, then the apt
response is awesome silence. When rejoicing above what can be supplied is required, then silence is the only answer.
When the expectation of millennia is finally met, and the seemingly endless futility of crying out for justice is finally
removed, then a stunned and awesome silence is the inevitable and only true answer. All of heaven and all of creation
await this moment with bated breath. And great shall be the rejoicing when it finally arrives, My child.
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{Lord, will the child of Rev. 12 do world evangelization as the 'labourers' gathering the final harvest, or not?}
Yes, My Son! Yes! This is a great mystery I have shown you, and through you those who are ready to accept it. I
have great, great joy in this final onslaught, in this final gathering of the saints, in this final and greatest outpouring
of My Spirit, in this final and greatest downpour of My grace and display of My power in your midst. And it is for
this very thing that I have set you and those I have given you aside; have prepared and groomed and tested and
purified you all; have allowed unpleasant things and failure upon failure in your life, for what is to come can only be
done in a fashion void of human ability and input, in complete newness of mind and action. I will do it in you! To those
who have been willing to be prepared, shall I give the glory and the power of the resurrected life, and as I also
witnessed on earth in the glory and power of resurrection life, so shall you. I have made known to you that you are
part of this final army, and I have made known to you the greatness and glory of what I have in store for you. This is
the fulfillment of all of that. I love you!
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{Lord, what is the meaning of Baal worship for today?}
Baal worship, today, is the same as ever – only the images that are worshipped have become camouflaged. It is all
about man becoming the center and the purpose of his life – out of man, through man, and for the purpose of man
himself. That is man deciding what, when, where, and what not, when not and where not; man himself being the
centre point and focus of what happens and of what gets done – man's own power and abilities are glorified and
trusted upon, and man is put in control of his circumstances, whilst his Creator God is relegated back into obscure
rituals and meaningless prattlings and mysticisms in order to get rid of Him. And then again, man is the purpose of
this 'worship': his own will, his own pleasure – even cheap and dirty and licentious pleasures – his own desires and
success and comfort and glory.
The 'deities' worshipped in Baal worship are worthless and powerless because they have been established by man,
for man, as a cloak to cover up and replace the true God. And today you will find those 'deities' in the form of wrong
rituals and the glorification of man; in hero worship – and millions of images of these heroes are distributed

throughout the world, pasted on the walls of kids' rooms and businesses alike; whilst death-like rituals and religious
practices replaced the worship of the One True God in spirit and in truth.
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{"What is the symbolic meaning of Moab, Lord?"}
Moab, My child, is the son of Lot by treachery and deceit. Lot's wife was bound to her earthly possessions and
inheritance; and so were her daughters bound to earthly thoughts and desires. And thus is Moab and Ammon the
pictures of materialism and earthly thoughts and alliances within My church. That need to be overcome and
destroyed, and your mind must be set on the heavenly and the eternal, which is Isaac, the son of Abraham, My true
servant and Sarah, My chosen vessel for the son of promise who will receive the eternal inheritance, not by
treachery or human design, but by and in response to the Word of God.
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{"What is the symbolic meaning of Damascus, Lord?"}
Damascus, My child, is the city of pride, the beautiful city, the Jewel of the East, glorying in her own successes,
glorying in her own accomplishments and power – yet denying Me, their true Source and Supply of all good things.
And therefore, My child, does Damascus stand for human pride and achievement; for the boasting of the flesh, and
for the achievements of man as done in his own power, wisdom, 'clever' designs, and boastful human efforts and
ability – yet denying the fact that all human ability, and opportunity, come from Me; that I am the Giver of all good
things, and therefore, the honour and the glory ought never be taken by man unto himself.

